Heavy Machinery Design and Reverse Engineering

Case Study
CCE's outsourcing strategy consists of three elements:

- **Philosophy:** Risk Management
  - Task Selection - Leverage sustaining engineering to accelerate new product development
  - Task Prioritization - Capacity Maturity Model

- **Resources:** Accountability, Quality and Productivity
  - Customer Interface - Local program management
  - Delivery Team - Dedicated offshore engineering team

- **Technology:** Visibility, Control and Productivity
  - Communications - Collaborative work order management system
  - Task Automation - Leveraging technology to automate repeated tasks

A detailed discussion of CCE's outsourcing philosophy is available in CCE's White Paper “Leverage Sustaining Engineering to Accelerate New Product Development”

This case study discusses how CCE's outsourcing strategy and its implementation for a client helped in creating new product designs and in modifying existing designs to reduce machining time and cost.
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- Designed Purge Guards with latest hinge-limit switches. Safety of operators was the key factor during the designing of the guards.
- Designed a new movable platen guiding assembly for HM660. Client replaced old guiding assemblies at all of its customer sites.

**HM880:**
- Created 3D model of complicated casting of Stationary and Movable platens, for HM880, using 2D drawings.
- Converted 2D drawings to 3D models and assemblies for HM880. CCE simultaneously modified existing design to make it easier for manufacturing, assembling, and after-sales maintenance.
- Designed new and reliable sub-assemblies to replace old ones.
- Modified power guard design for simplicity, ease of assembly, and maintenance.

**HM1100:**
- Designed new die height nut adjusting system to replace the old system. The client replaced all of the old assemblies at customer sites with the new system.

**HM2200:**
- Modified HM2200 parts to reduce machining time and cost.
- Designed new die height nut adjusting system to replace the old system. The client replaced all of the old assemblies at customer sites with the new system.

**HM2750:**
- Designed a completely new machine, from scratch, using other machines, concepts, and few available details as references.

**HM3000:**
- Designed Purge Guards with latest hinge-limit switches. Safety of operators was the key factor during designing of the guards.
- Designed new die height nut adjusting system to replace the old system. The client replaced all of the old assemblies at customer sites with the new system.
- Modified platen carrier guide assembly.
- Modified HM3000 parts to reduce machining time and cost.

**Finite Element Analysis**
- CCE analyzed stationary platens under various loading conditions, for HM3000 using Cosmos. These results enabled the client to identify areas of stress concentration.
- CCE analyzed custom-made platens for client’s customers for different platen sizes and die sizes.

**Nodal Stress Analysis on Stationary Platens**

**Reverse Engineering of Thermoforming machine**
CCE completely reverse engineered a thermoforming machine. The machine was located at the client’s site in the U.S. CCE sent four engineers to the U.S. to take measurements and pictures of the equipment. Subsequently, one engineer stayed at the customer’s site and the other three returned back to CCE’s engineering center in India. The four engineers collaborated on delivering the reverse engineering project.

The delivered model consisted of over 250 parts, over 40 subassemblies, and about 10 major assemblies.

Total engineering time spent on the project was 4500 man-hours.
"Working with CCE enabled us to introduce a brand new thermoforming machine to the U.S. market. This machine has gained wide acceptance with a major automotive OEM."

-CEO
Industrial Machine Manufacturer
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